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Ellen Harvey, The Nudist Museum (detail), 2012. An idiosyncratic overview of the 
nude in Western art

In paintings, photography, sculpture,
and performance, artists are summoning

the age-old distinction between naked
and nude to comment on gender roles,
sexual politics, stereotypes, and more

B Y  A N N  L A N D I    

DOUBLEEXPOSURE

IT MIGHT have been a test of how our percep-
tions of the unclothed body in art

have changed over the past four decades: Two years ago, at
the Museum of Modern Art, a young man and a young
woman stood facing each other in a doorway, immobile and
wearing nothing. Visitors could choose to squeeze between
them or to use another entrance into the exhibition.
The piece, called Imponder- abilia, was a re-creation of a 1977
performance work by Marina reh htiw rehtegot( ćivomarbA
then-partner, Ulay), and it was among the most talked-about as-
pects of her 40-year retrospective
at MoMA. Most reviewers referred to the two people in the
doorway as “naked,” but might they not also be thought of
as nudes—living embodiments of a long line of sculptures of
the human body stretching back to Greek kouroi, especially

since the “performers” were trained dancers with well-toned
bodies, who stood as sti� as, well, statues?

Naked or nude? Or something else altogether in our post-
modern stew of mediums and messages?

Half a century ago, when Kenneth Clark published The
Nude: A Study in Ideal Form, he could make a clear distinc-
tion: “To be naked is to be deprived of our clothes, and the
word implies some of the embarrassment most of us feel in
that condition,” he wrote. “The word ‘nude,’ on the other
hand, carried in educated usage, no uncomfortable overtone.
The vague image it projects into the mind is not of a hud-
dled, defenseless body, but of a balanced, prosperous, and
con�dent body: the body re-formed.”

The unclothed body is still a subject for artists, but how it
is perceived is a more complicated question for us than it
was for Clark. The people making academic nudes may still
be sure of the distinction, but that is less true of the artists
staking out new ground (and the curators and critics who
support them). 
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Take the Abramović show. “Part of the power of her work
with the body is that she breaks down the division that
Clark makes, which has absolutely held true in art history,”
says Chrissie Iles, curator of �lm and video at the Whitney
Museum of American Art. “When she’s making a work in
which she’s naked, she is both naked and nude. Her body is
very beautiful; it’s almost classical. At the same time, the
context of her work and what she does with her body makes

her very vulnerable. And in that sense, the nudity conforms
more to Clark’s argument about nakedness.”

To RoseLee Goldberg, though, the terms are meaningless
when it comes to performance art of a certain era. “The dis-
tinction between naked and nude was completely irrele-
vant,” says Goldberg, an art historian and the director of
Performa, the New York–based performance-art biennial.
“Imponderabiliawas more about sexual politics, pure and
simple.” Marina and Ulay, she says, “looked very much alike.

They wanted to make it plain that there was this androgyny
to the two of them. That’s what gets lost when you repro-
duce these things.” In the ’70s, when the work was �rst per-
formed, it was “so much about the conversation of its time:
Why should I have one set of values for a naked man and
one set for a naked woman?”

When Minimalism and Conceptualism were dominant,

Imponderabilia, performed by Jacqueline Lounsbury 
and Nick Morgan for the Marina Abramovic retrospective 

at the Museum of Modern Art in 2010. It was originally
performed by Abramovic and Ulay in 1977.

Goldberg points out, “performance art was keeping the body
alive.” Carolee Schneemann, Vito Acconci, Joan Jonas, Den-
nis Oppenheim, Eleanor Antin, Yoko Ono, and others were
all making pieces “using the body to articulate political is-
sues, dealing with class as much as relationships between
men and women. Everything was showing the body as a ve-
hicle for big storytelling.” 

“The nude requires idealization, and that idealization has
always had to do with traditions of depiction, which avant-
garde work of the past 40 years has completely fractured,”
says Schneemann. In her early performance works, Schnee-
mann explains, she was “thinking about the freed energy of
the exposed body in contradistinction to traditional re-
straints on how the body could be represented. In 1963, I
used my naked body as part of a collage, and that was de�-
nitely when I was thinking about a way to disrupt the pres-
entation of the female nude.”

Yet when it comes to other mediums—painting, photogra-
phy, sculpture—the categories “naked” and “nude” can still
seem valid. For Elizabeth Armstrong, curator of contempo-
rary art and director of the Center for Alternative Museum
Practice at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, the traditional
nude walked out of the picture plane for good with
Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase (No. 2), in 1912.
“He was one of the artists who was hammering the last nails
into the co�n of academic idealism,” a development that
started with Manet’s 1863 Olympiaand the MIA’s own Nude
on a Couch(ca. 1880) by Gustave Caillebotte.

“It seems to me that the Caillebotte is a nude—a nude
with the power to arouse,” Armstrong continues. “I think it’s
fair to say that one ambition of the nude is that it will se-
duce you. Nakedness is more raw. The expression ‘the naked
truth’ comes to mind, because it captures the vulnerability
of nakedness.”

Olympia, that celebrated shocker of the Paris Salon of
1865, far more than the Caillebotte, kicked o� a debate that
continues today. “I would say she is naked,” says George
Shackelford, senior deputy director of the Kimbell Art Mu-
seum in Fort Worth. “But she’s also a nude in the tradition
of reclining nudes, and Manet is counting on your recogniz-
ing that fact. He’s counting on the above-average visitor un-
derstanding that he’s taking a Renaissance Venetian trope
and recasting it in Grand Boulevard terms.”
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Closer to our own day, especially in painting, the con�a-
tion continues and the distinctions blur. Lucian Freud, for
example, whose subject was often the unclothed human
body, still inspires controversy. “His pictures have the mem-
ory of past paintings of the nude incorporated into them, so
there’s a kind of primal memory of things he’s seen,” says
Graham Nickson, an artist and the dean of the New York
Studio School. Armstrong demurs: “Freud belongs in a dis-
cussion of the naked. There’s an exposure of the self, and
that’s part of the di�erence between nude and naked within
the context of art.”

YOUNGER painters keep the dialogue alive
by ignoring the issue, oscillating

between the two categories or looking to di�erent traditions
entirely. In the past 40 years, “ideals of nudity have not
been at the forefront of artists’ thinking,” says Catherine
Morris, curator of the Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for Femi-
nist Art at the Brooklyn Museum. “If you had to choose be-
tween the two terms, nakedness has been more relevant to
the way artists have dealt with the body.”

Yet while an artist like Eric Fischl can adamantly declare
that his �gures are naked because they express “vulnerabil-
ity and anxiety,” Lisa Yuskavage, famous for her out-
landishly proportioned female subjects, says the issue is not
something she thinks about at all. “‘Naked’ and ‘nude’
sounds classist in a way to me,” she says. “Artfulness and
high art versus everything else. The question of naked and
nude doesn’t engross me because maybe I do both at di�er-
ent times.” Yuskavage says she is often asked, though, when
she is going to paint a man. “The presumption is that I
should be painting something for political reasons when
what I’m doing is making the world I want to see,” she says. 

Nickson, who paints both unclothed and scantily clad �g-
ures for his series of “Bathers,” also sees himself as inhabit-
ing a di�erent camp entirely. “I’m trying to avoid those
categories, the pigeonholing,” he says. “I often think of the
bathers as not bathers. They are metaphors; they become in-
gredients in a di�erent kind of theater, the theater of paint.”

Yuskavage is one of several artists who are known for
painting in�ated female bodies, often to the point of grotes-
querie. Jenny Saville’s nude women (recently on view at the
Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach, Florida) are
“mountains of �esh” with “neuroses bursting through,” ac-
cording to London’s Guardian. She has also painted transves-
tites, using a model with a natural penis and silicone breasts.
John Currin has painted near-pornographic images of
women in garter belts and panties, but he is also capable of
bringing a Boucher-like tenderness to images of his wife.

Sarah Kaufman, Untitled (Blue Urn), 2010. 
She doesn’t feel compelled to show women as strong.

Iles sees these artists, particularly Currin and Yuskavage,
as belonging to a di�erent tradition entirely. “I think their
references are much more to the Northern, Flemish ap-
proach to the nude,” she says, “a sort of realism and surreal-
ism. There’s nothing ideal about either of them.”

An artist who playfully operates in the breach between
naked and nude is Ellen Harvey, who in the past couple of
years has completed two projects providing idiosyncratic
overviews of nudity in Western art. The Nudist Museum
(2010) documents every nude in the Bass Museum of Art
in Miami Beach. The more recent Nudist Museum Gift Shop
(2012) o�ers up paintings of design objects featuring
nudes, most of them junky tchochkes like ashtrays and
vases.

“The art-historical nude created an aura of idealization
that mass media have now perfected and moved to a point
where you look at most porn stars and they don’t look
naked; they look like they’re wearing a silicone out�t,” Har-
vey says. “Paradoxically most of these ‘sexy’ mass-media
nudes end up seeming pretty unsexy.”

In almost all discussions of the nude, scholarly or other-
wise, the subject of the unclothed black body, whether male
or female, seldom enters into the conversation. “The black
nude is still very tribal,” says Mickalene Thomas, who is ex-
amining old taboos in her photography and mixed-media
paintings. “There’s still the need to associate the black body
with something ethnic.”
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Thomas has occasionally ri�ed on the work of the mas-
ters, particularly Courbet’s lush nudes and Manet’s
Olympia. “When I use those particular, very iconic compo-
sitions, I choose them because I know that they will be
shocking.” As for the question of naked versus nude, she
says, “I like to say my work oscillates between both
worlds. There’s a sensuality in both nakedness and nudity
for me, a line of eroticism.”

CONTEMPORARY photographers,
too, often �nd

themselves swerving between camps. “Naked is more about
‘mind,’ whereas nude is about the body,” says Shen Wei,
who has taken sensuous color photos of both men and
women of all sizes, ages, and proportions. “When a picture
is done and I look over the whole series, then I realize some
might be more naked than others. It’s really a conscious de-
cision to put a word on it afterward.”

For his series “I Miss You Already,” Wei turned the camera
on his own stripped self, calling it a “mixture of nude and
naked. I went to places that were fairytale-like, almost
dreamy, to create an idealized environment for a naked per-
son, so I’m playing with the idea of naked versus nude.”

Jenny Saville, Propped , 1992. 
Her gargantuan women are “mountains of �esh” 

with “neuroses bursting through.” 

With her photos of unabashedly beautiful young people,
Mona Kuhn believes she is working quite consciously in the
tradition of the nude. “I always feel that people are dressed
in their own skin,” she says. In the introduction to one of
her books, she quotes the philosopher Victor Tupitsyn: “To
undress before a camera or an easel is to don the garments
of representation, to take o� one dress or costume, and put
on another known as ‘the nude.’ . . . There is an assertion
that the nude body is no less clothed than the clothed one,
and that nudity is more impenetrable than a chastity belt.”

For Kuhn, “a nude then would be like an art-historical cos-
tume you can’t get away from. And if a nude is a costume,
then naked would be a uniform. You would get naked like a
prostitute gets naked for work.”

Kuhn and other female photographers, such as Katy
Grannan, Rineke Dijkstra, and Sarah Kaufman, belong to a
generation that exercises “a freedom to show vulnerability,
to show women in all those ways an older, feminist genera-
tion might criticize because they don’t show us as strong,”
says Armstrong, who organized “Girls’ Night Out,” a travel-
ing exhibition of contemporary women photographers that
originated at the Orange County Museum of Art in 2003.
She notes also that “very few women photographers focus
on the male nude.”

An exception is JoAnn Verburg, who has made numerous
intimate portraits of her husband, the poet Jim Moore. But
“naked or nude” is not an idea that enters her thinking. “It’s
not that I didn’t notice he didn’t have clothes on in the pic-
tures,” Verburg says, “but those terms to me felt like they
are coming out of a dissertation on art.”

Curiously, few contemporary sculptors outside the aca-
demic tradition tackle the nude, male or female, even though
the subject has had one of the longest runs in art history,
from ancient times to Maillol and Giacometti. Among the
sculptors who do consider the nude is Ron Mueck, an Aus-
tralian, who makes hyperrealist sculptures of subjects that
run the gamut from in-fancy to old age. He plays
with unexpected collisions of scale and subject: an infant
 may be blown up to gargantuan proportions but a spoon-
ing young couple or a robust middle-aged woman
can be almost doll size. Another is Rachel Kneebone, a 
British artist whose exhibition “Regarding Rodin” is up at 
the Brooklyn Museum through August 12. Kneebone’s 
cunning glazed- porcelain works quote from both Rodin 
and Michelangelo, her often-tangled imagery recalling 
Rodin’s  Hell.

“Rachel’s work takes a di�erent point of view from
Rodin’s, obviously,” says Morris, who organized the show.
“But it’s a jumping-o� point to be so engaged with Rodin’s
sheer physicality, with the presentation of the �gure in
these often unclassical and contorted and vulnerable ways.”
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Both Mueck and Kneebone, it would seem, are more in-
volved with the naked than the nude, harking back to Clark’s
original evocation of nakedness as a “huddled, defenseless
body.” Nothing could be more defenseless than Mueck’s over-
life-size, deeply wrinkled, troubled-looking, and totally un-
clothed man, brooding in the corner of a gallery.

But naked or nude, political or sexual, remote or in-your-
face, the body stripped bare will probably always command
our attention, in real life and in art.

“The body is so fundamental that it will never disappear,”
says Iles. “There’s been no period in art history when it hasn’t
been front and center.”




